PTSD and The Dream That Lasted 10,000 Miles
“ WHEN YOU ACCEPT THE UNACCEPTABLE YOU REINFORCE IT”
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Post Traumatic Stress Disorder is ultimately unconsciously reliving an
overwhelming experience on three levels:
• intrapsychic, (how we think about the way we think)
• psycho-physiological (how our thinking and feeling impacts the
function of our body)
• interpersonal (how our perception of our past experiences impacts the
way we relate to people around us)
PTSD is not reserved for those who serve and have served us in the
military. Most of us would qualify at different times in our development as
diagnostically candidates for the PTSD label. Fortunately for most in time
these symptoms and the trauma subside, and we get on with getting on.
Some are not so lucky. To those suffering PTSD it is like having a pair of
very dark glasses on that filter everything that we see. This devastating
problem is not reserved for any age, group, or country of origin. It is unique
to all who suffer PTSD. Unique in the sense that each person’s translation is
a reflection of their perception of an event they experienced that change
their lives, and continues to impact on them every day of their life.
The three levels that I’ve mentioned are of course intertwined and overlapping. It has many faces and facets and it lurks in the minds of those who
struggle to be free. And yet wait for it to return again unwanted, unexpected
but feared.
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I have to confess the title of a book I wrote some years ago, called
Insight and Action, sums up my way of approaching the world and the
problems and solutions that live within us all. It absolutely fits my
fundamental believe and experience that when you accept the unacceptable you
reinforce it!
The failure to see, and act upon that which we see is at the core of
PTSD often times. Sometimes in a situation it is simply not possible or
prudent to take action. Many of those situations occur in our childhood. Or
in circumstance where good judgment or the will of others prohibits direct
action to right a wrong. When we look at the factors that can and do
influence the probability of getting PTSD, there are a few predictors we
need to consider. PTSD Support Services listed a few on their website.
Who is most likely to develop PTSD?
Although most people who go through trauma will not get PTSD, you are
more likely to develop PTSD if you:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Were directly exposed to the trauma as a victim or a witness
Were seriously hurt during the event
Went through a trauma that was long-lasting or very severe
Believed that a family member was in danger
Felt helpless during the trauma and were not able to help yourself or a loved one
Had an earlier life-threatening event or trauma, such as being abused as a child

• Have another mental health problem
• Have family members who have had mental health problems
• Have little support from family and friends
• Have recently lost a loved one, especially if it was not expected
• Have had recent, stressful life changes
• Drink a lot of alcohol
• Are a woman
• Are poorly educated
• Are younger
• Had a severe reaction during the event, such as crying, shaking, vomiting, or
• Feeling apart from your surroundings
Source: http://www.ptsdsupport.net/totals.html

It is in some ways difficult to understand how life’s fortunes can turn
so quickly. We are of course aware of automobile accidents and the
devastation that can result in a car crash.
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We can understand the impact that weather change can do overtime, but
when any event happens, ”out of the blue”, we must contend with the shock
of the shock.
Although the people involved in emergency services, military
operations or circumstances when crisis could happen momentarily, there
still is a part of us that believes it will not happen to me. This we call
cognitive dissidence. It is denial of an event that is happening now, it is away
of managing overwhelming information. It is a form of protection from
something that is too much for us to process at that moment.
When 911 happened millions of people had, as their first reaction,
cognitive dissidence. When we see it on a physiological level the person
might faint or feel dizzy and become weak in the knees.
Although, this may be the time when you need your physical resources the
most, they may become available as the system attempts to protect you from
overwhelming information.
Just remember the last time you were confronted with shocking
information. Perhaps it was the death of someone close to you, or conversely
perhaps it was when something positive happens, like winning the lottery.
Whatever it is, our defense systems are there to protect us from that what is
too much to handle. Can you imagine what it must’ve been like to see a wall
of water 300 feet high coming at you with the speed of a 747? The answer is
of course not! Why? Because it’s unthinkable!
PTSD, in some ways, is an attempt to except that which is
unacceptable. It is an attempt to process, that which our system says it isn’t
possible to incorporate into our life. In a way that it allows us to let it in,
decode it, understand it, and let it go in a way that does not continue to
impact our life function in an ongoing maladaptive way.
Malala, the young Indian girl, who won the Noble Peace Prize at age
17 is a perfect example of taking a crisis and turning it into a creative
response. The Taliban attempted to kill her for her political views regarding
the right of young girls to an education. After being shot in the head, being
hospitalized and going a long period of recovery, she emerged from that
traumatic event strong, clear and more resolute than she was before.
Fact that she won the Nobel Peace Prize does not, in any way, means
that she does not suffer on some level from the traumatic event that almost
took her life. What it does mean is that she was able to re-symbolize and
incorporate the tragic event that she experienced within her system.
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She is not fanatical. One might say that a fanatic is a person who, once
having lost sight of their goal, redoubles their effort. Her drive to support
her cause has given her a worldwide stage to argue what she believes.
The shooting does not go away. She lives with that and the physical
consequences of that every day. What makes her a successful victim of this
near death crisis was the way she processed it.
When we fail as people to successfully manage overwhelming events
our system does not “forget”. It simply continues to try to process
information that, on some level, is too difficult to except.
When this happens our mind creates a squirrel cage. And we become
the squirrel on the wheel running and running getting nowhere fast.
Sometimes the sound of that squirrel cage wheel becomes so loud in our
ears, that we attempt to drown out the sound with drugs or alcohol or other
self-distractive behavior.
Sometimes this is the answer to this kind of a problem is simply to say,
“That’s the way it is, and there’s nothing that can be done about it. I simply
have to learn how to live with it by refusing to think about it, or talk about it
with anyone. It simply never happened!”
Two children hiding in my dreams taught me that sometimes the
hardest thing and the right thing are the same. They also reinforced a basic
belief of mine that when you accept the unacceptable you reinforce it. Although they
lived in my dreams I had to travel 10,000 miles to see their faces.
I was moved to action following the Tsunami that hit Sri Lanka. In
December 26, 2004 the Tsunami killed thousands, and left hundreds of
thousands homeless. Like many crises, it brought out the best and worst in
many people. Shortly after the devastation I saw the international media
coverage of the story about the Tamil Tigers. They attacked refuge camps in
an attempt to replace the child soldiers who were killed in the Tsunami.
The children where scooped up and loaded onto trucks, to begin a
new life, as soldiers fighting against the government policies.
This was surely a second “Tsunami” for this devastated country. It was very
clear to me that the second “Tsunami” of PTSD was going to have an even
longer lasting impact on the people of Southern Asia.
If the deep psychological shock was not address, on both a personal and
national level, there must be a PTSD program for the treatment of all of the
people who suffered this tragedy.
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It was unfair and outrageous, on so many different levels, I simply
needed to take some action myself.
I could do nothing about the first one but I knew, I might do something
about the impending one that would shortly follow.
I began having a recurring dream (I never have them) with two
children walking down a dirt road hand in hand. So I knew there was a
message, and something that I needed to do. As crazy as it sounded to me, I
knew I needed to make a plan to find them and do something to help them.
Additionally I wanted to meet and have a direct eye-to-eye
confrontation with the jerk who thought kidnaping children, to serve his
political desires, was a brilliant idea during the worst days of their life. I
wanted him! Bad.
A few weeks later after completing three weeks of training and
workshops in Europe I called my wife Dori, and broke the news to her.
We had discussed the dream before I flew out. Once again, we discuss
the recurring dream and the strong feelings I had. What a wonderful
woman, she wished me well and told me to be safe. I was off.
The next day Rob, a Senior Goodfield Therapist, who had
volunteered to act as a cameraman and backup for me, boarded a plane
bound for Southeast Asia. This trip was on my nickel so we watch our
pennies carefully.
Shortly after we arrived in Colombo, the Capitol of Sri Lanka, I began to
crystallize our plan. It was based upon the notion of insight and action, organize,
fight, and win.
It was with that attitude in mind the decision was taken to use our
Goodfield Method tools to help the children, as much as we could, during
our short time there. We had numerous adventures and encounters
ultimately they took me where I needed to go.
I found the children from my dream! There they were in a refuge
camp in Sri Lanka. The precious little girl was one of four children.
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Mother and father where dead. The last thing that her mother did, before
being swept away to her death by the racing waters, was to thrust her
daughter high into the nearby tree telling her to clime and clung for her life.

"
Here she is sitting in a tent in a therapy session with me. She simply said nothing.

What we can see in this picture is a pretty young girl with large eyes
that are shiny and slightly elevated. That tells me that there is, what we call,
“new tears” with eyes that are in a trance. Simply put, she is physically
present but psychologically absent.
It will take sometime before she is able to begin to process the
devastation she witnessed, and the loss of her mother. What possibly could
this little sweetheart have thought and felt, the moment her self sacrificing
mother thrust her up into a tree and vanished forever in the raging waters?
What will that gift of life cost her for the rest of her life? My goal in working
with her, was to determine the accessibility that she had into her own system,
and the degree of willingness she might have to discuss her situation.
Her 16-year-old brother translated for me, as
I attempted to penetrate the safety shell of
silence, that had protected her since the
moment her mother vanished.

He was the young boy out of my dream.
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The youngest brother, sitting next to his sister, thinks before softly speaking
of his loss. It was obvious to me that. more than likely, their life would be a
continuing reinforcement of one Perceived Traumatic Event (PTE) after
another. I was where I wanted to be.

"
Here a boy looks away from the train where 2000 people lost their live when the
Tsunami wave picked it up and tossed it several hundred meters drowning all inside. The
United States Seabees righted the train onto the tracks. A sign on the engine requests
one-minute of silence.

"

"

Here a mound of freshly turned earth where
a mother, father and their five children lay.
The white flag is used as the symbol of a burial site.
They are all seen all over the area.
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The devastation was palpable and became even
more tangible when a small piece of PCV pipe
foretold a not so hidden reality. It was the last
remaining sign of life buried just 10 feet away.

Our eight days was a world wind rapped around a Tsunami. South of
Colombo Lay Galle, an area that looked more like Hiroshima after the bomb
than an Indian Ocean costal resort.
We traveled the country meeting aid workers, survivors, officials and
generally absorbing the impact of the disaster.
Many of the arrangements that resulted in the incredible meetings we had
where the result of	
  	
  Mr. Rukmal Perera, whom we became more and more
convinced, knew every person in the country. He is a former football star and
a FIFA Media & Com-Unity Instructor of Sri Lanka representative.
On four occasions I was asked to present a lecture to various groups,
The Bandaranaike International Diplomatic Training Institute, The Senior
Police Training Academy, Sri Lanka’s entire Police Narcotics Bureau. All of
the groups to whom I spoke wanted to know about specific crisis
management information and tools they should have, and could use in the
crisis they faced. Of course, the topic was PTSD, first yours and then the
people with whom you will have professional contact, was my advice.
Police, military, and aid workers, from all over the world, toiled
selflessly. Retrieving bodies, providing medical attention and every other
service necessary at that time. What was clear was that most of them had a
form of denial, as a shield, against what they witnessed as they coped with
the crisis around them.
The most meaningful invitation was to meet the children who suffered
loss from the Eastern area. They where bussed, trucked and boated in from
the most affected area.

Children raise their hands indicating that
they lost a parent. This little girl holds up both hands.
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Children act in to the discussion about
getting on after their tragic loses.

Col. Upali Sewage

Speaking to the children from camps.
Broadcast in English, Sinhalese and
Tamil to the People of Sri Lanka

Senior Superintendent of Police in the Triconmalee area, Col. Upali
Hewage in charged of this area nearest to the Tamil Tigers strong hold,
knew of our coming.
I was asked if I would talk to a couple of people about the
psychological impact they would experience, and what they might do about
it now. We talked about how to deal with their terrible loss and suffering. The
lecture was televised and broadcast later to the entire country to my surprise.
After my meeting with the Colonel I asked him if there was some way
I could meet the head of the Tamil Tigers. “I can arrange this!” he said to
my surprise. “You see, when the Tsunami hit, I reached out to the head man,
even though he is my enemy. He is a person in need, as all of us are now. I
offered him water, food and blankets. He said to me if I can ever do you a
favor short of sundering, let me know, and I will do it.”
He smiled and said, “You are that favor.”
Through the good offices of the Senior Superintendent of Police from the
region, a meeting was arranged.
Now it was time to meet the him, who layered more pain on the 40
kidnapped children from refuge camps, and unwillingly inducted them into
the Tamil Tigers.
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"

"
You have a real PR problem I said!

Children soldiers awaiting transport to a “new life”

We met at his office. I told him what I thought about his “outrageous
behavior.” I made the argument that he probably believed deeply in his
cause but, he was making a dreadful mistake taking the children. The world
saw him as a kidnapper or pervert, but most certainly not a patriot worthy of
support! He had a major PR problem one I could fix for him, if he released
the children to me. I would videotape his magnanimous act, and give him
worldwide coverage so he could argue the case of the Tamil Tigers to the
world.
He thought about it and politely said “No.” I said; “Give it another thought.
It would change the way people see you and your cause.”
After a very direct, intense but cordial discussion we left and traveled much
of the night driving across the country mined strung jungle. The next
morning the Daily Mail from Colombo proclaimed that, “Tamil Tigers Relies
23 children.” I was ecstatic! UNIFCO, Red Cross, Save The Children and others
organizations, concerned with the welfare of children, also demanded the
release of the children. Who ever tipped the scale of justice, most of the
children where free. Thank God.
I do not, to this day, know why only 23 where released directly after we left
that night. Why not all? I never found out.
What I learned was that, not too long after we departed Sri Lanka, the
leader with whom I met was machine-gunned down. Killed with all five of
his bodyguards. I never shed a tear.
See also the video	
  footage of this trip.
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I was very aware of the pain all around me that was surmounting my
“professional defenses.” Both Rob and I agreed that, when we returned to
our office in Holland, we would arrange to join one of our regular therapists
workshop, so that we would not have to carry the pain and suffering we held
inside.
I remember that we both left a lot of pain and anger out in our
workroom at the Institute. As therapists we both know not just the value but
also the necessity of keeping our system clean, so that we would not project
any of these issues that came out on to the clients we would see in the future.
This is not just common sense but it is ethical. Every few months we
hold a therapist workshop for all staff so that they might “clean their
system”. It makes for a much more here and now therapist. One more able
to truly see and hear the issues of the client in front of them.

Life is process, let it in and let it out!
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